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ART. XVI.-Mineralogical Notes; by EDWARD S. DANA.-No. 
I. On the Optical Oharacter of the Clwndl'odite of the 1Ylly 
Fostel" Mine, Brewster, New Yorlc. 

IN a memoir on the Brewster chondrodite, published in the 
third volume of the Transactions of the Connecticut Acad
emy, I have given the results of' an optical examination of 
chondrodite crystals of the second type.* It was there shown 
that the optic axes lie not in the basal plane, but in a plane 
making an angle of about 1540 10' with the base; and, in con
sequence, that the crystalR of this type, at least from that local
ity, belong optically not to t.he orthOl'hombic system, but to the 
rnonoclillz'c, while the various measurements proved that the 
deviation in angle from the orthorhombic type could not be 
greater than 2 or 3 minutes. A recent repetition of the meas
urements with the staul"Oscope on the same crystals, and also 
on another not examined before, confirm the results ob-

* See also this Journal, III, ix, 63, for extracts from the paper. 
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tained, and leave no room for doubt on the subject. The fol· 
lowing is the evidence on this point thus far obtained .. 

Measurements on four independent crystals gave for the 
supplement angle made by the plane of the axes: 

I J With e1 (~-%=203), 18° 9'; hence with basal plane, 25° 50' • 
. 1 With e2(2~=201), 45° 9'; ,. " " " 25° 46'. 

II. With ea(-!-%=205), 40° 55;" " " " 25° 59'. 
III. With B (i-%=lOO), 65°-70°;" " " " 20°_25°. 
IV. With the basal plane, direct measurement, 25°. 

I have since made an optical examination of a crystal of the 
third type. One single crystal of this type allowed of a stauro· 
scopic examination. Only a small portion of it was transpar
ent enough for use, but the circumstances allowed of a very 
exact adjustment according to the method of Grotb, and the 
probable error cannot exceed one degree. The measurement 
gave for the supplement angle between the base and the plane 
of two of the axes of elasticity n-o, a result which, like the cor
responding one obtained for the second type, is at variance with 
the suppused orthorhombic character of the species. The series 
of measurements were made at different times with independent 
adjustments, but no considerable variation was found in the 
result, so that it may be considered as being above question. It 
is remarkable that the cOITespondence between the two types 
is not greater. In crystalline form the third type is between 
the first and second. I have to regret that no satisfactory 
material is at hand for the extension of these investigations to 
the Vesuvian humite. 

It may not be out of place to state here that, through the 
kindness of'Mr. Cosgriff, the Yale College Cabinet has recently 
received some exceptionally large crystals of chondrodite from 
the Tilly-Foster Iron Mine. The crystals were quite perfect, 
and four inches or more in length. Like all the large crystals 
they are partially altered, and have therefore little luster. They 
are penetrated with serpentine and brucite derived from their 
alteration. 




